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Agenda

- Preliminary Assessment / Sitewide Survey
- Installation Action Plan Site Strategy
- Other Issues
PA / Sitewide Survey

- Both documents are under review at the Office of Management and Budget
  - No known issues with either document
- Timeframe for approval is unknown

Installation Action Plan
Site Strategy

Installation Management Approach
- Developed Installation Action Plan Meeting 5-7 MAR 02.
- Preliminary Plan if FUSRAP designation occurs...
  - Goal of both programs is expediting removal of IAAAP from the NPL.
  - FUSRAP funds for FUSRAP areas, ER,A funds for ER,A areas.
  - Duplication of effort between FUSRAP & ER,A will be avoided.
  - Where ER,A has addressed non-radioactive contamination...
    - FUSRAP will examine / screen the area for radiological contamination
  - Where ER,A has not addressed contamination
    - FUSRAP will address AEC contamination
- If FUSRAP designation fails to occur...
  - ER,A will re-evaluate priorities, schedules and budgets
Affected IAAAP Sites

Previously addressed by or ongoing action ER/A sites

- FUSRAP screens for radioactive contamination
  - IAAP12/12G - Explosives Disposal Area soils & groundwater
  - IAAP16 - Line 1 Wastewater Impoundment soils & groundwater
  - IAAP20 - Inert Disposal Area soils & groundwater
  - IAAP21 - Deactivation Furnace soils
  - IAAP32/32G - Burn Cages, BCLF, West Burn Pads, WBPLF - area where soil has been removed to date and groundwater
  - IAAAP037 - North Burn Pads Landfill - soil & groundwater
  - IAAAP046 - Off-post Contamination (Groundwater) - emphasis on Brush Creek sediments and surface water
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Affected IAAAP Sites

Proposed FUSRAP sites upon a determination of eligibility

- FUSRAP addresses AEC contamination
  - IAAAP01 - Line 1 Ammo LAP
  - IAAAP030 - Firing Site Area
  - IAAAP032 - "New area" south of the road
  - Yards C, G and L
  - Line 3, Warehouse 301
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Other Issues

- Funding
  - FUSRAP funds ($140 million annual allocation at this time) are allocated to the sites by HQUSACE
  - Some funds may be available to begin initial Remedial Investigation activities

- Site Schedule
  - Current strategy is to place “FUSRAP eligible” sites in the outyears
    - Avoids FUSRAP and ER,A duplication of effort at sites

- Federal Facilities Agreement
  - The USACE is currently developing a position on its applicability outside of ER,A

- Existing Record’s of Decision
  - A strategy will be developed to address AEC contamination
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Questions